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Abstract 
Whenever torque is to be transferred between two planes or shafts with two different axes, then Universal (UV) 
joints are used. One of the major applications of UV joint is in the steering system where the steering torque applied 
by the driver is to be transferred to the rack and pinion assembly to steer the vehicle which are in two different 
planes. In this paper, an ergonomic setup was designed to test different comfort levels for the driver, and preferences 
for different drivers were taken into consideration. The setup was designed by referring Formula student rulebook 
and important chassis cockpit components. Various setups were taken from different drivers and the observations 
were noted. From the analysis of single and double UV joint, it was concluded that when the double universal joints 
are at 330 degree each, they are 13.16% more efficient than the single universal joint at 330 degree, thus improving 
the ergonomics and torque transmission of the steering column. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Whenever torque is to be transferred between two planes or two different axes, then Universal 
joints are used to change the axis and plane of rotation of shafts. The UV joint is not a constant 
velocity joint, the angular velocity varies because the plane and axis of rotation are different. The 
shaft connected to the universal joint has a constantly varying angular velocity and hence the torque 
transmitted also varies continuously. 
One of the major applications of UV joints is in the steering system where the steering torque 
applied by the driver is to be transferred to the rack and pinion assembly to steer the vehicle which 
are in two different planes.[1]  
 
In this paper, an ergonomic setup [2-3] was designed to test different comfort settings for various 
setups, and preferences for different drivers were taken into consideration, the setup was designed 
taking in mind the Formula student rulebook [4] and important chassis cockpit components. 
Various setups were taken from different drivers and the observations were noted. The setup chosen 
was the setup for the endurance driver [4] and a side view sketch was designed on Solidworks [5], 
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the angles for the two universal joints were taken based on the side view sketch. With the Side view 
sketch finalized, a setup for steering column was designed on Adams [3] and variation was found 
out for double universal joints and single universal joint at the same angle.  
For physical validation of the steering column variation due to two universal joints, two methods 
were proposed. In the first method, the angular displacement was to be measured at the steering 
wheel and pinion to find angular displacement at upper and lower column respectively[1,6], in the 
second method, load cells were to be used at tie rods and the differences in forces was to be taken 
to give a net steering torque at pinion, this variation in torque, compared with static steering 
moment was able to give the variation in torque transmitted via two universal joints. [7-8]. 
A CAD model of the double universal joint was prepared using solid modelling software 
Solidworks as shown in Fig.1. 
 

 
FIGURE 1  Solidworks image of universal joints 
 
 
 
2. Merits of  Double UV joint  

As a single UV Joint is not 100% efficient for transmitting torque between two shafts in 
different planes. Some of the advantages of a double UV over a single are: 

● Double universal joints allow more variations in angles for the upper column which makes 
it possible for a near perpendicular steering wheel which in turn improves the overall 
ergonomics of the vehicle.  

● The double universal joint reduces the angular velocity variation which reduces the 
variation of torque transmitted and thereby improves the overall torque transmission. 

Helps reduce losses between Steering Columns and provides better ergonomics 

 
 
.   
 
3. Ergonomic Consideration  

While designing a particular system that require continuous attention of operator such as 
driver for driving the vehicle, the consideration of ergonomics with respect to driver is 
important [9]. 
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An ergonomic setup was designed: 

The setup was designed to determine inclination angles and distances of the steering wheel 
for different drivers. The parameters taken into considerations were:  

1. The inclination of the steering upper column with the vertical.  

2. Distance between the steering wheel and the ground.  

3. Perpendicular distance between the UV joint and the FRH (Front Roll Hoop).  

4. Perpendicular distance between the steering wheel and the FRH.  

The setup was designed within the chassis ergonomic structure with different parts for the 
steering wheel, upper column, and UV joints.  

Upon testing the different ergonomics setup the following observations were taken as shown 
in Table 1. 

 

TABLE 1: Ergonomic design consideration 

 

 

FIGURE 2  Line diagram of steering system  (Side view)  
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FIGURE 3  Line diagram of steering system with dimensions. 

 

Based on the Ergonomic values, a side view sketch as shown in Fig.2 and Fig.3, which was 
iterative was designed in Solidworks fitting all the parameters into the constraints. 

On multiple iterations of the side view geometry, finally the two angles of the UV joint were 
fixed. 

 
 
4. Testing and Validation 
  
The To test and validate two Universal joints a virtual test setup containing the Upper column, 
Middle column, and Lower column was made. The test was conducted for single and double 
universal joints where a constant angular velocity of 30 degrees/second was given to the Upper 
column as a proxy steering input. 
A virtual setup was made on the analysis software ADAMS [10] giving 30°degrees /second as the 
input and other parameters such as the column length as shown in Fig.4. 
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FIGURE 4  Design of steering columns on Adams 
 
 

 
FIGURE 5 Graphical representation of comparing the angular velocity of single and double 
universal joints 
 
The setup was simulated on ADAMS [10] and the values were obtained from Fig.5. 
TABLE 2: Torque transmission calculation 
 

 
 
Table 2 shows the angular velocities at lower column for single and double universal joint. It also 
gives us the ratio of torque transmitted and the percentage of variation of torque transmitted. 
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5. Double UV validation Test  
 
Proposal 1 

To validate the newly implemented steering system a gyroscope on the steering wheel and a 
rotary potentiometer in the pinion are used. The gyroscope and rotary potentiometer 
respectively gives the angular displacement of the steering wheel or the upper column and the 
pinion. By plotting the angular displacements of steering wheel and pinion, the performance 
of newly implemented system compared to the existing one was understood. 

 

Proposal 2 

Tie rod force calculation for Steering system: 

The Table 3 provides the coordinates in the six links tie/toe rod, two upper arms, two lower 
arms, and a pushrod/Pullrod. It involves taking coordinates of inboard and outboard points of 
these six links.   

Further, from Table 4, unit vectors representing the direction of force are calculated by using 
simple vector calculations. 

From Table 5 we get these forces which are considered contributing a moment about the 
wheel center, therefore the moment arm for each member is calculated.  

Table 6 shows the maximum forces experienced by the front right tire whilst it is under 
steady-state breaking [8] and cornering conditions. 

From Table 7, Matrix A denotes the matrix representing the components of force in each of 
the six links (columns) contributing to total force and moments (𝐹 ,𝐹 ,𝐹 ,𝑀 ,𝑀 ,𝑀 ) (rows) 
𝑀  

From Table 8 Matrix B denotes the forces on the tire, which are calculated for different 
conditions 

 

X: denotes the unknown column matrix comprising of the 6 unknown forces. 

The equation used here is ‘AX = B’  

Since, AX=B 

A -1AX=A-1B … pre-multiplying by A-1 

 X=A-1B 
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From Table 9 in matrix X the  

𝐹  = Force on the tie rod  

𝐹 ( ) = 3839.535 𝑁 

 

Similarly, force on the left tie rod was found by taking the forces on the front left tire in 
matrix B. 

𝐹 ( ) = 4554.392 𝑁 

Steering Moment Calculation 

 

The force experienced by the steering system at any point could be calculated by taking the 
difference between the forces experienced by the left tierod and the right tie rod. 

𝐹𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 𝐹 ( ) −  𝐹 ( )  

𝐹𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 4554.392 𝑁 – 3839.535 𝑁 

𝐹𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 714.875 𝑁 

The pinion gear will convert the steering force translated by the rack into the steering 
moment.  

Hence, 

𝑀𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 = 𝐹𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 × 𝑟 

Where 𝑟 = pinion radius 

𝑟 = 17.5 𝑚𝑚 

therefore,  

𝑀𝑠𝑡𝑒𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑛𝑔 = = 12.51  𝑁. 𝑚 (steering torque) 
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TABLE 3: Coordinate points of links 

 

TABLE 4: Unit vector calculations. 

 

TABLE 5: Moment arm along wheel center 

 

TABLE 6: Maximum forces experienced by the wheel 

 

TABLE 7: matrix A 
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TABLE 8: Matrix B 

 

TABLE 9: Matrix X 

 

6. Conclusion  

In this paper a double universal joint was studied which is used to change the axis and plane 
of rotation of shafts. A double universal joint consists of two bending joints and operates at 
an angle of 900 degree. A single universal joint on the other hand has one bending joint and 
operates at an angle of 450 degree. From the analysis, it was concluded that when the double 
universal joints are at 330 degree each, they are 13.16% more efficient than the single 
universal joint at 330degree, thus improving the ergonomics and torque transmission of the 
steering column 
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